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ZirMed’s innovative Patient Estimation solution gives any provider the ability to estimate
patient responsibility before rendering services.
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Integrated Eligibility
Your staff can verify eligibility with hundreds of
payers immediately using a real-time, webbased portal.
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The ZirMed Patient Estimation Advantage
Multiple Payment Collection Options

Ease of Implementation
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How Patient Estimation Works
Patient Estimation may be a simple product to use, but it packs a huge value punch. This real-time, web-based application delivers
unmatched impact to the bottom line in three simple steps:

1. Verify the patient’s eligibility status.
The patient’s demographic information, insurance information, encounter information, and procedure
information are entered into Patient Estimation, and the patient’s benefit information is retrieved.

2. Review the details once the benefit information has been retrieved.
Once the patient’s benefit information has been retrieved, your staff can review the details, including the charge amount, allowed amount, co-pay, co-insurance, patient responsibility, and insurance
responsibility before proceeding to create the estimate.

3. Calculate the estimate.
The generated summary can be printed and provided to the patient. If you also have ZirMed ZPay, your
staff can collect payment for the full estimated patient responsibility or set up a payment plan with the
patient—all from the Estimation tab.

Ready to learn more about ZirMed Patient Estimation? Visit our website at
go.zirmed.com/patientestimation or give us a call at 877.494.1032.
About ZirMed®
Founded in 1999, ZirMed is the nation’s premier health information connectivity and management solutions company, modernizing critical connections between
providers, patients, and payers to improve the business and process of healthcare. ZirMed combines innovative software development with the industry’s most
advanced transactional network and business analytics platform to give organizations a clearer view of their financial and operational performance. ZirMed’s
industry-leading technology and client support have been recognized with awards from KLAS®, Healthcare Informatics, Best of SaaS Showplace (BoSS), and
Black Book Rankings. Our nationwide network facilitates, manages, and analyzes billions of healthcare transactions, driving bottom-line performance with clinical
communications, comprehensive analytics, eligibility, claims management, coding compliance, reimbursement management, and patient payment services—
including credit card processing, online payments, statements, estimation, and payment plan management. For more information about ZirMed, visit
www.ZirMed.com.
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